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the Interplay of GO-Like Ray Effects and Resonances
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Abstract—A triangular dielectric cylinder (dielectric prism) of
the size, in cross-section, comparable to or moderately larger
than the wavelength is a scatterer, which blends together two
different types of electromagnetic behavior: geometrical optics
(GO) and resonance. As shown in this paper, the first is responsible, for instance, for enhanced reflection from an isosceles 90◦
prism, if illuminated from the base. The second is responsible
for the peaks in the total scattering and absorption cross-sections
(ACSs) at the natural-mode frequencies. The numerical analysis
is performed by solving the well-conditioned Muller-type boundary integral equation (IE) discretized using an algorithm with
controlled accuracy.
Index Terms—Dielectric prism, Muller integral equation (IE),
natural resonances, radar cross-section (RCS), scattering.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ESPITE the anticipation that the triangular cross-section
dielectric cylinders can be useful in applications due to
their obvious geometrical optics (GO) stealth properties, the
diffraction of waves by such a canonical scatterer seems to have
escaped the attention of researchers. This is even more evident if one looks for the information on the radar cross-section
(RCS) behavior in the wide range of frequencies and for varying parameters such as the apex angle, dielectric contrast, and
the angle of incidence. Only partial studies of this scatterer or
open resonator have been performed with asymptotic methods
[1]–[3] valid for electrically huge scatterers.
The tools of the full-wave numerical analysis of medium-size
dielectric scatterers are normally associated with the volume
and boundary integral equations (IEs). The latter equations are
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usually more attractive as demanding the discretization of only
the scatterer contour instead of its area [4]–[22].
However, one should keep in mind that many forms of the
boundary IEs are contaminated by the presence of spurious
eigenvalues [15], [16]. For instance, all the works [3]–[14] dealt
with such IE although this fact was fully acknowledged only in
the paper [10]. The spurious eigenvalues are the real numbers
that are the eigenvalues of the interior electro-magnetic problem
where the boundary is assumed perfectly electrically conducting (PEC), and the inside filling is assigned material parameters
of the outer medium (e.g., free space). The spurious eigenvalues have no physical meaning and spoil the computation of the
frequency scans of RCS and other characteristics by producing
a “forest” of false spikes.
Note that the analytical regularization of such defective IEs,
i.e., their reduction to the Fredholm second-kind matrix equations, achieved, for instance, using their projection to specially
tailored Galerkin basis functions [11], [14] does not remove
the defect mentioned. Still it helps shrink the false spikes produced by spurious eigenvalues to narrow peaks whose width
gets smaller for the larger discretizations.
As discussed in [17] and [18], the spurious eigenvalues are
absent for the Muller boundary IE (MBIE) [19], which, in the
two-dimensional (2-D) case, is a pair of coupled second-kind
IEs for the field components tangential to the scatterer contour [16], [17], [19],. This is unlike the combined-field IE [18],
which only pushes the spurious eigenvalues off from the real
axis. As the kernels of MBIE are smooth or integrable functions [17], this is a Fredholm second-kind IE, and therefore the
Fredholm theorems guarantee the convergence of conventional
projection (moment-method) discretizations. In the past, MBIE
has been used in [20] and [21] together with the collocation
algorithm (i.e., meshing the contour and using the local basis
functions) to demonstrate the potentialities of approach. In [22]
and [23], MBIE has been alternatively projected to the trigonometric polynomials as global basis functions, to exploit their
regularizing properties with respect to MBIE kernels.
It must be emphasized that the Nystrom-type meshless
discretization, which exploits interpolation polynomials and
quadrature formulas, also guarantees the convergence. Here, we
understand the convergence in mathematical sense, as ability to
minimize the error of computations, to machine precision, by
using progressively larger orders of discretization. In the 2-D
scattering by dielectric objects, several Nystrom-type schemes
have been proposed, all of them for the contours allowing
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smooth 2π-periodic parameterization [17], [18]. In particular,
the economic and robust algorithm of [17] exploits splitting all
kernels of MBIE into logarithmic and smooth parts and uses
two different quadrature formulas for replacing the integrals
with finite sums. However, this treatment must be modified if
the contour is only piece-wise smooth, which is considered in
this paper.
In this paper, we use MBIE to study accurately the interplay of ray effects and resonances in a medium-sized triangular
dielectric cylinder (prism) illuminated by a plane wave. Our
numerical algorithm implies segmentation of contour to minimum number of regular parts and further uses a numerical
algorithm explained and validated in [24].
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we formulate the scattering problem and briefly
outline the derivation of MBIE and its numerical solution
adapted for piece-wise smooth contours. In Section III, we
present the numerical results related to the RCS analysis of several triangular dielectric cylinders. Section IV summarizes the
conclusion.
The time dependence exp(−iωt) is implied and omitted.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION , M ETHOD D ESCRIPTION ,
AND M AIN C HARACTERISTICS
We consider an electromagnetic plane wave incident at the
angle β, counted from the −x axis, on a uniform dielectric
cylinder of triangular cross-section with a relative dielectric
constant ε (Fig. 1). To ensure that the cylinder contour L satisfies the Lyapunov condition that is typical for boundary IEs
[17]–[23], the apexes of the triangle are smoothened by the
circular arcs of the radius c. As we have found numerically,
making the rounding-arc radius smaller than c < 0.05λ does
not change the first four digits in the RCS value.
The Ez or Hz component of the field scattered by cylinder u(x, y) must satisfy the following boundary-value problem:
2-D Helmholtz equation outside and inside L, the tangential
components continuity at L, Sommerfeld condition at infinity,
and the finiteness of the field power in any bounded domain.
The solution of such problem is known to exist and be unique.
A brief outline of the MBIE method is as follows. The
Green’s formula enables one to express the fields inside and
outside L in terms of the limiting values of the fields and their
normal derivatives on L. By applying the boundary conditions,
a set of two Fredholm second-kind IEs is obtained, known as
MBIE [17]–[22]. For its solution, we use an algorithm adapted
to the piece-wise smooth contour—see [24]. Here, the logarithmic singularities are integrated analytically while the integrals
of regular functions are approximated by quadratures.
The algorithm developed guarantees point-wise convergence
of the numerical solution, i.e., the possibility of making the
computational error smaller by solving progressively larger
matrices. Note that the required accuracy can be achieved
for an arbitrary set of parameters, i.e., for any value of the
contrast between the cylinder and the host medium. It is
free from the inaccuracies intrinsic to finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) approximations [25]–[27] near to the sharp
natural-mode resonances, as well as near to the non-physical
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section of an isosceles triangular cylinder (prism) of the relative dielectric permittivity ε, the base a, and the height b, with rounded edges
(see text for details), illuminated by a plane wave incident under the angle β;
(b) Geometry of a Pythagorean-triangle prism excitation.

“numerical resonances” caused by the spurious eigenvalues
occurring if using non-MBIEs [15], [16].
Considering the field scattered by the prism in the far zone
(r → ∞), we use the asymptotic expressions for the Hankel
functions and their derivatives, in the kernels of the integral
representations, and arrive at the following expression: u(r) =
(8πk0 r)−1/2 ei(k0 r+π/4) Φ(β). Then the monostatic RCS (the
same as backward scattering cross-section) and the total scattering cross-section (TSCS) are obtained as, respectively,
σb = (4k0 )−1 |Φ(β)|2
 2π
|Φ(ϕ)|2 dϕ.
σsc = (8πk0 )−1

(1)
(2)

0

Here, the far-field scattering pattern is



∂u(x)
Φ(ϕ) = e−ik0 (r0 ·x) ik0 (n · r0 )u(x) + p
ds (3)
∂n
L

u and ∂u/∂n are the limiting values of the inner field and
its normal derivative on L, k0 is the free-space wavenumber,
r0 = (cos ϕ, sin ϕ) is the unit radius-vector in the far zone, x
is the radius-vector of a point on L, n is the outward normal
unit vector, and p = 1 in the E-polarization case or 1/ε in the
H-polarization case.
Another value of interest is the absorption cross-section
(ACS), which can be found from the Optical Theorem
σabs = −ImΦ(β + π)/k0 − σsc .

(4)

Further we will analyze the behavior of RCS and use TSCS
and ACS as auxiliary characteristics.
III. N UMERICAL R ESULTS : R AY E FFECTS
A. GO Effect of Stealth Scatterer at the Edge-On Incidence
In Fig. 2, we present the dependences of RCS of five scatterers shaped as isosceles triangles with the apex angle values
of 30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ , and 150◦ , on the angle of the planewave incidence β in polar coordinates. The frequency is fixed
as ka = 15 (i.e., a ≈ 2.39λ = 4.78λε−1/2 ) and the relative
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Fig. 2. Monostatic RCS of isosceles triangular cylinders with ε = 4 and ka =
15 as a function of the angle of incidence β for the apex angle values (a) α =
30o ; (b) 60◦ ; (c) 90◦ ; (d) 120◦ ; and (e) 150◦ in the case of the E- (black curves)
and the H-polarization (red curves).

Fig. 3. Dependences of the normalized RCS on the normalized frequency for
the E- and H-polarized plane wave incidence at triangular dieletric cylinders
with ε = 4 and the (a) apex angles α = 90◦ and (b) 60◦ .

dielectric permittivity as ε = 4. Two polarizations differ by the
color of curves—see the figure captions.
If the plane wave is incident on one of the edges of a mediumsize triangular scatterer, one can expect a reduction of RCS
because of the GO-like deflection of the wave by the adjacent
flat facets. Our computations confirm this anticipation. At edgeon incidence, the RCS values are small—see panels (a) and (c)
to (e)—unless the frequency is close to internal resonance as on
panel (b) (see below on resonances).

facet of triangular dielectric cylinder is not a perfect mirror, it
shows similar behavior of RCS as a function of the angle of
incidence.
This observation is further supported by the plots of the RCS
dependences on the normalized frequency ko a shown in Fig. 3
(see the curves for β = 270◦ ). In the case of the facet-on incidence in either polarization (red curves), the normalized RCS
displays the same linear growth with ko a as a PEC strip, however modulated with oscillations due to the internal resonances
(see Section IV).

B. GO Effect of Enhanced Reflections From Flat Facets

C. GO Effect of Corner Reflector for α = 90◦ , β = 270◦

The effect of the extended flat facets on the RCS is well
observable: if a facet is placed normal to the incident wave,
RCS displays a sharp maximum.
This is true for any apex angle α. For instance, if β =
270◦ , i.e., the triangle base is under the normal incidence,
such effect is visible on the panels (a), (c), (d), and (e). Other
two facets contribute similarly at the angles of incidence β =
90o ± α/2, in full accordance with GO. Here, it is useful to
remember that RCS of a PEC flat strip of the width a has
sharp maximum at the normal incidence and quickly decays
if the angle of illumination θ, measured from the normal,
deviates from it: σb = 4ka2 [1 − O(θ4 )] [28]. Although a flat

A right-triangle isosceles prism (α = 90◦ ) shows another
interesting GO effect provided that the plane wave is incident
on the base. Such a scatterer behaves similarly to a 90◦ corner
reflector [29]—see the RCS dependence on β and a sketch in
of [3, Fig. 10]. In the GO approximation, every ray impinging
on the flat base experiences two refractions in accordance with
Snell’s law and two internal reflections and gets out of the prism
in the backward direction. Note that the peak values of RCS at
the normal base-on incidence are some five to ten times larger
than for the apex angles α other than 90◦ [compare to panels
(a), (d), and (e)]. The same conclusion can be made from the
plots of RCS given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. Normalized TSCS of a triangular dielectric cylinder with ε = 4 as a
function of the normalized frequency k0 a for two alternative polarizations at
β = 90◦ or 270◦ and two values of the apex angle, α = 60◦ and 90◦ .

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the normalized RCS of triangular cylinder with
ε = 2.5 as a function of the apex angle α and parameter k0 a in the (a) and
(c) E-polariztion case and (b) and (d) H-polarization case. The incidence angle
is β = 90◦ in (a) and (b) and β = 270◦ in (c) and (d).

only under normal illumination; otherwise it deflects the wave
according to quasi-optical stealth effect.
These features are best observed in a color-coded contour
plot of RCS as a function of two parameters: the normalized
frequency and the apex angle—see Figs. 4 and 5. Indeed, on
the upper panels of Fig. 4, which correspond to the apex-on
incidence β = 90◦ , at the prism with ε = 2.5, the dominant feature is a “hill” of enhanced RCS stretching at α > 140◦ and
gradually tending to α = 180◦ at higher frequencies.
On the lower panels, which correspond to the base-on incidence β = 270◦ , new features appear in the form of the periodic
areas of high RCS values along the lines α = 90◦ (this is the
corner reflector effect, modulated with resonances of scatterer,
see Section IV-D) and 60◦ (this is resonances of scatterer, see
Section IV-B). If the permittivity gets higher (for instance,
ε = 4 as in Fig. 5), the resonances near to α = 60◦ become
more pronounced and visible even at the apex-on incidence in
the both polarizations.

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS : R ESONANCES
Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, however, for ε = 4.

The equilateral triangle RCS [see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b)]
needs separate discussion (see Section IV-C); however, it also
shows enhanced RCS if illuminated normally to one of the
facets. Note that both the right-triangle isosceles and the equilateral triangular prism RCS dependences of the frequency
are modulated with nearly periodic peaks, which betray the
presence of resonances of scatterer.
D. Enhanced RCS of Flattened Triangles, α → 0◦ or 180◦
In the limiting case of a “flattened” triangle where the apex
angle α is close to 0◦ or 180◦ , our dielectric scatterer behaves
similarly to a thin flat dielectric strip. The properties of a flat
dielectric strip have been presented, for instance, in [30]. Such
a strip, if its width is at least a few wavelengths in free space,
behaves as an imperfect flat mirror. It shows high levels of RCS

A. Visualization of Resonances of Scatterer
Monostatic RCS is not the best tool for observation of the
resonances on a dielectric scatterer because it characterizes only
the far field scattered in one (backward) direction.
Better chances to detect them are provided by plotting the
frequency dependences of TSCS, which is proportional to the
total power taken by the scattered field to infinity in all directions. It must be noted that any dielectric body possesses both
internal and external natural modes [31], or complex poles
of the field as a function of frequency. The internal modes
may have high Q-factors and then get visible as peaks on
the scattering spectra. They should be not mixed up with the
“spurious-mode resonances” which are defects of the nonMBIE and sometimes (incorrectly) called the same name [15].
External-mode resonances normally are not visible because
their Q-factors are low (see [31] for details).
The plots in Fig. 6 show the frequency scans of the TSCS
for the same triangular scatterers as in Fig. 3. Here, one should
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Fig. 8. Near field of a triangular cylinder with: (a) k0 a = 11.5; (b) k0 a =
14.4; and (c) k0 a = 17.3, α = 90◦ , ε = 4, and β = 270◦ , E-wave excitation.
Fig. 7. Normalized ACS of a triangular dielectric cylinder with ε = 4 +
i10−2 as a function of the normalized frequency for two alternative polarizations at (a) β = 90◦ or (b) 270◦ and two values of the apex angle, α = 60◦
and 90◦ .

remember that, in the lossless case, the plots for β = 90◦ and
270◦ are identical due to the reciprocity theorem.
Even better tool is ACS, which is proportional to the power
lost in the prism because of the bulk material losses. The positions, in frequency, of the resonances revealed by TSCS are
supported by the plots of ACS shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) computed after introducing small losses Imε = 10−2 , which have
almost no effect (less than 4%) on the TSCS values.
B. Resonances of Isosceles Right Triangle
As visible from Fig. 7(b), the resonances in the right prism
are best excited if it is illuminated normally to the base, in
either polarization. The corresponding in-resonance field patterns (see Figs. 8 and 9) suggest that the modes can be classified
as E44 , E55 , E65 and H33 , H44 , H55 , respectively.
In Fig. 10, we present the contour plots of RCS of the same
isosceles 90◦ dielectric prism as a function of two parameters: the normalized frequency and the angle of incidence. The
resonances discussed above overlap with the corner-reflector
effect and create the area of large RCS values along the line
of β = 270◦ in the either of two polarizations.
The same resonances are also exited, although less efficiently, at the normal incidence on a side facet of a right
triangle, i.e., at β = 135◦ , again in both polarizations. Note that
at any ka one can find a value of β, which reduces the RCS by
three orders of magnitude with respect to resonances.

Fig. 9. Same as in Fig. 8, however, for the H-wave excitation: (a) k0 a = 10.5;
(b) k0 a = 14; and (c) k0 a = 17.

C. Internal Resonances of Equilateral Triangle
As already mentioned, Fig. 2(b) shows a behavior, which
is drastically different from all other examples in that figure.
The explanation is provided by the plots of ACS in Fig. 7(a)
and (b): equilateral triangular dielectric prism supports internal
resonances that are best excited in the apex-on incidence and
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Fig. 11. Near fields of an equilateral triangular cylinder with: (a) k0 a = 17.1;
and (b) k0 a = 19.2, and α = 60◦ and ε = 4 under the H-wave excitation at
β = 90◦ (in the maxima of ACS).
Fig. 10. Contour plots of the normalized monostatic RCS (in logarithmic scale)
of a right-angle prism (α = 90o ) with ε = 4 as a function of the normalized
frequency k0 a and the angle of incidence β in the (a) E-polarization case; and
(b) H-polarization case.

have appreciably high Q-factors. These resonances are visible
as areas of higher RCS values stretching periodically along the
vertical line of α = 60◦ (Fig. 5). More accurately the corresponding resonance frequencies are found from the TSCS and
ACS analysis, as explained above.
In Fig. 11, we present near fields in two such resonances in
the case of the H-polarized plane wave incident on the apex.
They demonstrate similar patterns with symmetric location of
several field maxima inside the scatterer, their number being
larger by one in (b) in comparison to (a).
At the resonance frequency, the field both in the near zone
and in the far zone is dominated by the contribution of the
natural-mode field, proportional to the Q-factor of the mode.
This is the reason that in Fig. 2(b) we see not only the small
maxima of high reflection at the normal on-facet incidence (GO
effect) but also three more intensive maxima of equal magnitudes due to the excitation of a natural mode, at the edge-on
incidence.
The color-coded contour plots of RCS of the same equilateral
dielectric prism are presented in Fig. 12 versus ka and β. They
visualize the frequencies of the internal resonances and show
that they are best excited at the apex-on and facet-on incidence,
with reduced RCS otherwise.
It should be noted that the effect of resonances can be found
in the other cases than discussed in Sections IV-C and IV-D.
For example, the appearance of the enhanced RCS at β = 30◦
[see Fig. 2(a)] can be attributed to such effect as it takes place
in only one polarization.

Fig. 12. Same as in Fig. 10, however, for an equilateral triangular prism (α =
60o ), in the (a) E-polarization case; and (b) H-polarization case.

D. Spoiling the Resonances by Removing the Symmetry
As shown above, symmetric configurations of dielectric
prism scatterers with a right-angle isosceles shape and an
equilateral-triangle shape demonstrate intensive resonances on
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Fig. 13. Same as in Fig. 10, however, for a right-angle Pythagorean-triangle
prism: (a) E-wave excitation; and (b) H-wave excitation.

the internal modes that can lead to high values of RCS. In
many applications, it is desired to reduce RCS that can be
done, although in narrow bands, by selecting specific orientation angle β. However a more general approach to the spoiling
of resonances is related to the distortion of the shape of triangle
to eliminate the symmetry. Indeed, it is known that the natural modes, which have high degree of symmetry, display higher
values of Q-factors.
Therefore in Fig. 13 we present the color-coded contour plots
of RCS, in terms of ka and β, for a Pythagorean right-triangle
prism [Fig. 1(b)] with the sides related as 3:4:5 and dielectric
permittivity ε = 4.
As expected, the resonances are spoiled and their effect on
the RCS is 5–8 times smaller than in the case of an isosceles right-angle prism (compare maximum values of RCS to the
maxima in Fig. 10). This spoiling is more pronounced in the
H-polarization case than in the E-polarization case, apparently
because associated Q-factors of H-modes are usually slightly
larger than those of E-modes of the same type and symmetry
[31]. Similar effect takes place for the resonances in a distorted
equilateral triangle (not shown).
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented mathematically grounded and numerically accurate analysis of the backward scattering of the E- and
H-polarized plane waves from a dielectric prism, i.e., cylinder
of triangular cross-section with very small roundings. Our computational instrument has been the algorithm developed in [24]
and based on the MBIE. We have studied two types of phenomena: the ray-like effects understandable from GO concepts

and the resonances on the natural modes of the medium-size
prism as an open resonator. Their interplay is quite complicated
and both effects get more pronounced if the electric size of the
scatterer becomes larger.
As we have discussed in Section III-B, the relative GO
contribution grows up roughly linearly with ka while the contribution of resonances depends on the nearness of the frequency
to the natural-mode frequency and on the Q-factor of that
mode. The latter values can√grow up more dramatically with
ka, for instance, as exp(Re εka) for the whispering-gallery
modes in a lossless circular cylinder [32]. Still, as in a lossy
case Q-factors of internal resonances are limited by the ratio
Reε/Imε, one can expect that in real-life circumstances the
dielectric prisms with electrical size ka  1/Imε will show no
resonances, i.e., display purely GO behaviour.
We have shown that a careful choice of the prism parameters
and its orientation enables one to manipulate with RCS in broad
range, reducing or enhancing it on the scale of three orders in
magnitude. Here, the larger the dielectric constant of the scatterer, the more intensive the resonances even of a relatively
small prism.
Our study has been focused on the RCS analysis that can
be useful in the radar-target and stealth applications [28], [29].
On the other hand, the analysis of the natural modes is also
important for applications in various antennas, filters, sensors,
and lasers [9]–[12], [22]–[27]. This can be done using the same
algorithm as we have used here, however, dealing with the roots
of determinantal equations.
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